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RUNNING A SUCCESSFUL 
ENTRY-LEVEL TOURNAMENT 
FOR 12-18-YEAR-OLDS
Tournament directors are the keys to a successful junior 
tournament. From ensuring the event runs on schedule to keeping 
players and parents happy and ready to come back for more, 
tournament directors must serve a number of important roles 
throughout the event.

And while their contributions may often go unsung, they are 
never unappreciated. The hard work and effort of the tournament 
directors directly impact thousands of kids—some who will soon 
take up tennis or others who will further develop their games. 
These participants will become players and fans—and maybe 
even champions—for a lifetime. 

For entry-level tournaments, it’s essential that tournament directors 
understand how to set a child-friendly environment so kids can 
improve skills, meet new friends and develop a love for the game. 

To help with these efforts, the USTA has created a Tournament 
Director’s Guide for Entry-level Tournaments. The guide provides 
the necessary tools for tournament directors to deliver the 
highest-quality experience for both players and parents as they 
begin their journey into tournament tennis. Depending on the 
execution, the tournament experience can mean the difference in 
a child leaving the sport or sticking with tennis for a lifetime. 

Entry-level tournaments feature non-elimination formats, 
shortened scoring and a reduced duration for the overall event. 
There are many benefits to running an entry-level tournament:

• Time commitment – players, parents and coaches don’t 
have to give up an entire weekend

• Equal playing time – almost everyone plays the same 
number of matches 

• Low cost – the short time frame translates to  lower entry 
fees, no hotel, no school-time lost or work missed

• Facility friendly – a shorter, predictable time frame can 
maximize courts during slow periods 

• Pathway transition – introduces kids to a more formal 
environment while providing multiple matches

• Social impact – low-pressure environment cultivates 
camaraderie and sportsmanship

• Grows tennis – provides play opportunities for the 
population segment that cannot commit to an entire 
weekend or a six to nine-week league.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
ENTRY-LEVEL TENNIS TOURNAMENTS
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Taking care of the customer is at the heart of a successful 
tennis tournament. For many of the players, this will be their 
first experience with tournament play and the USTA in general. 
The following are some helpful hints to create a welcoming 
environment for players, parents and coaches:

• The right people – the #1 requirement for volunteers is 
that they love kids. Training tournament skills is much easier 
than changing personalities, so look for the right people!

• Assume ignorance – no question is a bad question – and 
expect a great deal of them. Make sure to provide concise 
information sheets and have people available to answer 
questions other than just tournament desk workers

• Court monitors – these are people selected to help kids 
learn the rules of tennis AND to help them fall in love with 
the game. Enforce the rules of tennis but stay away from 
lectures. 

• Strong finish – make sure to provide information and 
be available to answer questions at the end of the event. 
A follow-up email is another great way to thank the 
participants and notify them of upcoming play opportunities.

WORKING WITH PARENTS

A Parent Orientation Meeting at the start of the competition 
will serve as an icebreaker and set the tone for the rest of the 
competition. A bonus of these formats is the ability to gather all the 
participants and parents in one place at the onset of the event. This 
provides the unique opportunity to create a friendly environment; 
put everyone on the same page and answer questions!

The following are suggestions for a parent meeting:

• Purpose of the event – this is to serve as a “learning 
experience” for both parents and players. Discuss how non-
elimination reduces pressure, and address sportsmanship 
and having fun. 

• Format for the event – specifically discuss the scoring and 
match format, including how many matches they should 
expect their child to play. 

• Parental behavior – explain that they are there to 
observe and not interact with their child while he/she is 
playing. If there is a problem, the court monitor should 
take care of it. There needs to be a positive environment 
throughout the competition.  
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• Court monitors – Introduce your monitors and let parents 
know there will be helpers to assist with scoring and line 
calls. 

• Future events – this is the perfect time to market and 
promote your Play Days, Team Tennis and future tournaments 

SAFE PLAY

One of our main priorities is to provide a safe and respectful 
environment for all tennis participants.  Through our work with 
industry leaders and experts, we have developed the Safety, 
Security and Sensitivity Handbook to serve as a resource for 
anyone hosting a tennis program. 

The Handbook features critical information on the 
following topics:

• Medical and Personal Safety of Participants, 
Spectators, Staff, and Volunteers: 
w Be prepared for any type of situation that may arise at 

your event

w Proactively work with the venue hosting your event to 
determine the appropriate emergency procedures 

w Plan for implementing procedures for medical 
emergencies, weather emergencies, disaster 
preparedness, evacuation plans, missing persons and 
violence or physical threats

• Screening and Education:  
w Recommendations on how to select the most qualified 

individuals for your events as well as employees, 
independent contractors and volunteers

• Sensitivity, Fairness and Equality:  
w Learn how to create an event that is inclusive and 

welcoming to all; the Handbook provides easy steps to 
take prior to your event to ensure the highest standards

Find more information about our commitment to the safety of our 
participants and members at www.usta.com/safeplay. 

COURT MONITORS

Consider holding a court monitor training session before the 
event begins. If there is already a network of parents and 
volunteers from Play Days, USTA Jr. Team Tennis or high school 
tennis, utilize them. 

Here are a few additional tips:

• Other than the tournament referee, court officials do not 
need to be hired. This keeps entry fees low and expenditures 
can go toward player amenities. 

• For 12 and under, one monitor for every two matches  
is suggested. 

• For 14-, 16- and 18-and-under play, one monitor for every  
3 or 4 matches is acceptable. 

• Adult league players, ranked high school players, parents  
or tennis enthusiasts can serve as court monitors. 

• Local Community Tennis Associations (CTAs) serve as a great 
resource for providing volunteer court monitors. To find a 
local CTA in your area, please email cta@usta.com.

• Give the monitors a written explanation of the rules and the 
basics that can be covered within 15 minutes. 

• Remind monitors that they are there to help and set an 
environment of cooperation between the opponents  
and themselves.

AWARDS AND AMENITIES

• If awards are given to the winners and finalists, make sure to 
also recognize outstanding effort and sportsmanship.

• Try to offer amenities to all players, even if that requires 
reducing the entry fee.If the tournament is a half-day or 
full-day event, consider providing a lunch or snacks. Pizza 
or hamburgers and hot dogs are relatively inexpensive and 
create a desired social aspect to the tournament.

• Think of different ways to engage the kids when they are 
not playing. These events should be about the social aspect 
as much as the tennis. Whether it’s a friendly ping pong 
competition, Connect Four or Monopoly, find ways to get kids 
to interact off the court. 

MATCH FORMATS FOR  
ENTRY-LEVEL TOURNAMENTS

•  ROUND ROBIN – each player will play all the other players 
in the group. 

• MULTIPLE ROUND-ROBIN GROUPS – the overall number 
of kids are split into separate round-robin groups. Kids can 
be grouped randomly, by level, or the better players can be 
spread out evenly among the groups. 

• MULTIPLE ROUND-ROBIN FLIGHTS (by strength of 
player) – multiple round-robin groups that are flighted 
according to strength of the players. In order to do this, you 
will need to rank or “seed” the players by strength.

• ROUND-ROBIN GROUPS WITH PLAY-OFF – at the 
completion of the round robins, players can play off in order 
of finish, move into a final or semifinal draw, or move on to 
additional round robins. 
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• TEAM ROUND ROBIN – with a small number of teams, 
kids from one team play all the kids from the other team. For 
larger numbers of teams, kids can play a specific position 
and play against all the other kids at the same position. This 
format would rely on ranking/seeding the kids on each team 
to ensure competitive matches. 

• COMPASS DRAW – winning players advance in the draw, 
while all losing players from each round will move into their 
own draw. This format allows everyone to play multiple 
matches but is only suggested for full draws (8, 16, 32, 64, etc.) 

SCORING FORMATS FOR 
ENTRY-LEVEL TOURNAMENTS

ONE SHORT SET  (first to 4 games rather than 6)

• Recommended format for the 12-and-under division

• Can be used for large round robins and compass draws for 
14-, 16- and 18-and-under divisions

• Can be played as win by one or win by two (tiebreak at 4-4)

BEST 2-OUT-OF-3 SHORT SETS 

• Only recommended for small draws in 12- to 18-and-under 
divisions

ONE SET TO 6

• Recommended for 14- 16- and 18-and-under divisions

• Can be used for smaller round robins in the 12-and-under 
division

TIMED MATCHES

• Recommended when court time and space is limited

• Guarantees equal playing time for all players

• Matches are put out at the same time and end at the  
same time

• The game format (ongoing set) with no-ad scoring  
is recommended 

• Suggested time would be 30 minutes or less

• If players are tied when time is called, then they spin  
the racquet to determine a winner

MATCH SCHEDULING FOR 
ENTRY-LEVEL TOURNAMENTS

Before creating the match schedule, there are several areas  
to consider:

• Half-day or full-day tournament

• Size of draw – open or limited

• Format – match and scoring options (check district/section 
rules) 

• Number and availability of courts

• Separate girls and boys – i.e., have girls play in morning and 
boys play in afternoon

• Advance scheduling – setting times for every match ahead 
of time vs. blocks of time

MATCH SCHEDULING TOOLBOX

DURATION OF TOURNAMENT
Number of 
matches

Number of 
courts

Average time 
per match

Predicted 
time for initial 

warm-up 
and player 
orientation

Total Event 
Time

DURATION OF INDIVIDUAL MATCHES
Scoring Format Time: 
One short set 18 - 25 min. 
Best 2-out-of-3 short sets 35 - 45 min.
One set to 6 25 - 35 min.

NUMBER OF TOTAL MATCHES 
To find out the number of matches you have, refer to your draw 
format below:

Draw Format Total Matches

Round Robins
 Group size x (Group size – 1)

2

Compass (full draw) (2.5 x number of entrants) – 8 

If offering additional playoffs, add one match per playoff.

NUMBER OF COURTS NEEDED 
Number of matches x Average time per match 

Overall time allotted for event excluding  
warm-up/orientation time

Courts required

+ x =

=
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FREQUENCY 

The following formula can be used to figure out the frequency of 
play versus rest:  

Total number of courts x 100 

(Number of entries) ÷ 2 
Percentage of kids playing 

each round

For a half-day tournament, if fewer than 50 percent of the kids 
are playing each round, you may need to adjust the format or 
increase the time.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SAVING TIME

• Have the tournament desk as close to the courts as possible.

• Run the parents’ meeting before the first match begins, or 
after all the first-round matches have been played. 

• The person running the desk should not be in charge of 
running the parents’ meeting. 

• If you are running a half-day event, only allow a warm-up for 
the first match.

• For a full-day event, have court monitors time the warm-up.

• When kids come to the desk after their match, put the next 
match on before taking the score.

• Use a “next on” system – when matches are close to  
being finished, send another match out to wait for the  
court to open.

HALF-DAY TOURNAMENT FORMAT RECOMMENDATIONS 
(12U-18U)

Number of 
Players in Draw

Match Format Scoring Format

2 or 3 1 Round Robin 2 out-of-3 short 
sets

4 or 5 1 Round Robin 1 short set or set

6-7 1-2 Round Robins 1 short set or timed 
matches

8 Compass Draw or  
2 Round Robins 

1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

9-12 2-4 Round Robins with or  
without play-offs

1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

13-15 3-4 Round Robins with or  
without play-offs

1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

16 Compass Draw or  
4 Round Robins

1 short set or timed 
matches

17-24 4 or 5 Round Robins 1 short set or timed 
matches

25-31 Compass Draw or 6-7 Round 
Robins

1 short set or timed 
matches

32 2 Compass Draws of 16 or  
8 Round Robins

1 short set or timed 
matches

1-DAY TOURNAMENT FORMAT RECOMMENDATIONS 
(14U-18U)

Number of 
Players in Draw

Match Format Scoring Format

2 or 3 1 Round Robin 2-out-of-3 short 
sets 

4 or 5 1 Round Robin 1 set

6-7 1-2 Round Robins 1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

8 1 Compass Draw or  
2 Round Robins 

1 set or timed 
matches

9-12 2-4 Round Robins with play-offs 1 set or timed 
matches

13-15 3-4 Round Robins with or  
without play-offs

1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

16 Compass Draw or  
4 Round Robins

1 set or timed 
matches

17-24 4 or 5 Round Robins with or 
without play-offs

1 set or timed 
matches

25-31 Compass Draw or 6-7 Round 
Robins with or without play-offs

1 short set, 1 set or 
timed matches

32 2 Compass Draws of 16 or  
6-8 Round Robins

1 set or timed 
matches

=
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TDM TIPS FOR ENTRY-LEVEL TOURNAMENTS

COMPASS 8-DRAW TDM SET UP

For each event, double click on “Edit Event” on the upper left side of the screen and the event properties box will pop up.

Under “Draw Type” pull-down,  select “First Round Losers Consolation.”
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Next, click on “Draw Information” 
From “Playoff” pull-down, select “Top 8”

Click on Make/Unmake Option tab and select “Make Draw”
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SETTING UP MULTIPLE ROUND ROBINS IN TDM

HOW TO SET UP MULTIPLE ROUND-ROBIN GROUPS  
These are the steps to set up multiple groups and randomly place players.

1. Select Round Robin Draw Type 

w Edit Event > Draw Type > “Round Robin” > OK

 

2. Review TOURNAMENT FORMAT RECOMMENDATIONS on page 5 for the number of round-robin flights that are needed. (For 
example: 13 players = 3 groups needed with 4, 4, 5 players or 4 groups 3,3,3,4 players)

3. Split each round-robin event. 

w Split Event and specify correct number of events (For example: 3 events for 13 players) and “Colors” or “Letters,” check 
“Split players across events,” check “OK”
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w The events will now show the three flights.

 w It is recommended to place SIBLINGS in different flights. This can be done by moving players.  
To move players: left click on the  icon in front of player’s name and then “drag & drop” the highlighted name to title bar of the 
new RR flight. Instructions on how to drag and drop can be found above the players’ names. 
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w Specify the correct number of rounds for each flight. 
Edit event, Round Limit = 3 for 3, 4 and 6 players; Round Limit = 4 for 5 players , OK

 4. Make draws, schedule start times, play matches, and enter scores as usual.

HOW TO SET UP MULTIPLE ROUND-ROBIN FLIGHTS (by strength of player)

These are the steps to set up multiple round-robin groups that are flighted according to strength of the players. In order to do this, you 
will need to rank or “seed” the players by strength.

1. Enter all players in the event

2. Seed ALL players in each Round Robin event using either “Auto Seed”, which uses current seeding lists or “Manual Seed” all players.
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3. Follow directions on setting up Multiple Round Robins.

4. After you have Split each Round Robin event, distribute the players.

w Move players - “drag & drop” - into the flights. Place SIBLINGS in different flights.

w Put the top seeds together in one flight (For example: 4 players =seeds 1-4 in Flight Red)

w Move the next group of players to a second flight (For example: 4 players =seeds 5-8 in Flight White). 

w Continue moving players until flights are filled. Place the lowest seeds/unseeded players together in a flight (For example: 5 
players in Flight Blue)  
To move multiple players at same time: click on the first player’s name and then shift-click on the last player’s name. “Drag & 
drop” highlighted names to title bar of the new RR flight. 

5. Un-seed all players for each event using Manual Seed. 

6. Specify correct number of rounds for each flight as shown previously.

7. Make draws, schedule start times, play matches, and enter scores as usual.

ROUND-ROBIN GROUPS WITH PLAY-OFFS

A great way to save time and schedule play off flights is to create your PLAY OFF draws before the tournament starts. These extra 
draws can be done by using “placeholder” players. Essentially you will use fictitious players to make the play-off draw, and once you 
have the correct player’s name available, you can replace the placeholder’s name in the draw. 

1. Move players into round robin groups or flights shown above.

2. To create fictitious “place holder” players for the PLAY OFF Draws follow the steps below:

I. Go to the Tennislink Main Tournament Login Screen 

II. Click on “Create an Account” located under “Do you play in a USTA program (Team Tennis, USTA Flex Leagues, Tournaments) 
without a USTA Membership? Once you create the account you will have a number to enter. 

DETERMINING ORDER OF FINISH/AWARDS:

Refer to FAC USTA REGULATIONS II.B.6 (Making The Draw, pg . 83-84)


